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Ab-slract: We propose a method to estimate the volume of passr:ilger> iJlr trains for a given
traffic rescheduling plan, so that we can calculate the evalurrti,l ,.dices of the tiaffic
rescheduling plans from passengers' point of view. Our method is ba:,,.,i on the combination
of the Logit model and a simulation where train traffic and passengcr.\ flow are simulated
simultaneously. Some of the characteristics of our estimation mett^-,; is that the dynamic
interaction between trains and passengers such as dwell times of tr.:ti;::, .ire influenced by the
number of passengers, can be simulated and the t-ogit model is built in r,r express passengers,
choice of desirable routes. We conducted an experimental study using the real data and
confirmed that there is no significant difference between the real congestion data and the
value estimated by our method.

Keywords: train traffic rescheduling, evaluation method, passengers f,row, simulation, L,ogit
model

l.INTRODUCTION

In most urban railway lines in Japan, a number of trains are operatecl at intervals of three tofour minutes. When train traffic is disrupted by an accident, for example, rescheduling
operations are conducted to aim at restoring the delays of trains. This task is called train
traffic rescheduling (trafhc rescheduling, in short). on raitway lines, e.pecially on lines with
heavy train traf6c, a poor rescheduling plan imposes great inconven:e r..,r s11 a huge number
ofpassengers. Thus, it is quite important to proride retih"during prans ofa gooa quitity.

Disrupted traffic is rescheduled by experts called "train dispatchers". Ti:-y forecast the futurE
train traffic based on the original train schedule and the current situatic:- ind prepare a traffic
rescheduling plan by making a series ofappropriate changes to the originer schedule.

One of the problems in the current process of traffic rescheduling is that no quantitative
evaluation methods for traffic rescheduling plans have been developed and traffic
rescheduling plans are put into practice with no attention paid with regard io their qualities.
Train dispatchers do their jobs based on their past experience and intuition. They do not
employ a method to select the best plan after making a quantitative comparison to several
rescheduling plans. Hence, no one knows whether the conducted rescheiJuling plan is the best.

We__believe that a quantitative evaluation method has to be established in order to make the
traffic rescheduling business more reasonable. It is extremely importa,ir that viewpoints of
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passengers' inconvenience arc included in the criteria'

It is considered to be natural to adopt the total h ,'eling time and the congestion of trains as

the criteria of traffic rescheduling from the paslengeni' point of view' This means that a

method to estimate the volume oi patseng"rs on each train for a given traffic rescheduling

plan becomes necessary.

As for the methds to estimate the volume of passengers, the result of a'research based on the

notion of User Equilibrium Assignment (UEA) model is reported (leda et al' -1994)' This

research is based on the two conditions described below'

l. Trains exactly run by following the times prescribed in the train schedule.

2. Passengers have the information concerning the congestion of all trains and decide

their behavior (choice of trains) so that the value of their utility becomes the

maximum.

The first condition, however, do not hold in the situations where traffic has been rescheduled'

When train traffic is disrupted, the number of passengers who get on and off trains sometimes

becomes larger than usual, and this causes the dwell times of trains longer than those

prescribed in'the original train schedule. It is not appropriate to think train schedules are fixed

*a it ir necessary to think that they are influenced by the number of passengers who get on

and get off. ln otirer word, a dynamic traffic environment where the flow of passengers and

the train schedules interact each other has to be considered'

The second condition does not hold either. Although it is reasonable to assume that the second

condition holds in the case of commuter transport where passengers iterate the same behavior

everyday, it does not hold in the situation where train traffic is rescheduled. This is because

traffrc rescheduling plans differ from time to time and passengers cannot get the information

about the traveling time and the congestion rate of the trains'

We propose a method to estimate the volume of passengers in each train for a given traffic

,"r"ir"arting plan. In order to construct this method, we have to solve the following two

issues.

l. Consideration of a dynamic traffic environment, i.e. a situation where the flow of

passengers and the train schedule interact each other'

2. Consideration of passengers' behavior including the transfer between trains under the

dynamic traffrc environment.

In this paper, we introduce a dynamic traffic simulation model which can express the

interaction between passengers and train traffic to solve the first issue' To settle the second

issue, we devise a predicti-on method of passengers' behavior based on the L-ogit model'

which is commonly used in the area of demand forecasting. Then, we have built it in our

simulation model, which makes it possible to estimate the volume of passengers on trains

under the dynamic traffic environment considering passengers' behavior.
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2. EVALUATION OF TRAFIIIC R"ESCHEDI]LING PLANS

Traffic rescheduling plans should be evaluated from various aspects: for example, total delay
time, time needed for restoration and the numbr of cancelied li.tins are considercd to be
major criteria. Among others, passengers' inconvenience should he a top priority. As the
criteria considering passengers' inconvenience, it is natural to adopt traveling times of
passengers and congestion of trains.

Figure I illustrates how traffic rescheduling plans should be evaluriti:d from passengers' point
of view. Gray lines denote the original train schedule. Lrt us a*sume that a train named
L,ocal I is delayed for some reason at Station l. In this situation. there are two altemative
rescheduling plans. One is to make all the trains run withour giving any changes to the
original schedule (Fig.l(a)). The other is to change the schedul.. ; i Local I so that it waits
for the train named Express (drawn by thick lines) at Station 2 (Fiq.l(b)). The purpose of
this plan is twofold. One is to reduce the traveling time of the passengers from Stations 0, l,
3 who are bound for Station 5. The other is to avoid Exprcss bcing delayed. That is, if
Express connects to Local I at Station 3, it will be more crowded :han usual which probably
makes its dwell time at Stations 3 longer. Which plan is quantitativelv better?

Fig. 1(a): Without any changes Fig. 1(b): Locai , *aits at Station 2

In order to evaluate these two plans, we have to solve the following two problems.

l. It is necessary to estimate the volume of passengers on each train for a given traffic
rescheduling plan.

2. It is necessary to predict future train schedules considering the dynamic interaction
between passengers and trains, such as increase of passengers rnake dwell times of trains
longer.

We propose a passenger's behavior model which gives an answer to the first problem. This
model is based on the Logit model, which is a model often used irr demand forecasting, and
can be applied to a situation where passengers decide their behavior as they like; such as to
choose less crowded train, to transfer trains so that they can travel faster and so on. The detail
of this model is discussed in section 3.l.

For the second problem, we have developed a simulator which can simulate both trains and
passengers. The passengers' behavior model is installed in the simulator. The construction
of this simulator is presented in section 3.2.

Station 5

Local I Exprrss

Station 5

Local I Exprrss
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3. ESTIMAIION METHOD OF THE VOLTJME OF TIIE

PASSENGERS ON B !ARI)

3.1 Passengers' behavior model

(l) Overall construction of the model

We introduce a passenger's behavior model described in Fig.

2. Behavior of the railway passengers is considercd to

consist of the following five parts.

To arrive at a station and wait for a train
To decide whether to get on a train or not
To get on a train
To decide whether to get offor not

To get offa train

A passenger's behavior between his appearance at his starting

station and anival at his destination station is expressed by a

combination of these five parts. For example, change of
trains is expressed by a combination of "To decide whether to

get off or not", "To get off a train", '"To decide whether to get

on a train or not" and "To get on a train".

l.
2.
3.
4.

5.

,\)

Fig. 2: A llow diagram of
a passenger's behavior

(2) The L,ogit model

We employ the L,ogit model to prcdict passengers' choice of getting on and off trains. The

Logit modll is a model that is often used in the area of demand forecasting (Ono et aI' -1988).

ThIs model gives a probability of a passenger's choice of u route among a set of available

routes (Pleasi note that a route means choice of trains, i.e. change of trains is also included).

This model is based on an assumption that a passenger chooses the most desirable route for

him/her.

The probability of a passenger's choice of a route R (Prob. (R) ) is expressed by the following

formula, when there are two available routes, Route A and Route B, and their utility for the

passenger is U^ and U, respectively.

Prob. (RouteAl=fu , Prub. (Route B)= ffi
In these formulas, e denotes the base of natural logarithm.

Utility of a route means how desirable the route is for a Passenger. Desirability is considercd

to consist of three factors, namely, the traveling time, the time needed for change of trains and

congestion. Thus, utility of a route R (U" ) is expressed by the following formula:

Un = 4 (Pseudo traveling time)

+ b (Necessary time to change of trains) ' ...................'.'. (l)
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where a and b are parameters. Congestion is included in "Pseudo traveling time" using the

following formula which expresses congestion by a measure of traveling time reported in Ono
et al. (1999)

Rate of additive traveling time = (Congestion rate)'?,................................(2)

where a artd ll are parameters. Then, we have Pseudo traveling time as below;

Pseudo traveling time = Traveling time (1 + a (Congestion rate)'?.......(3)

3.2 Combination of train trafric simulator and passengers flow simr .ator
As an estimation method of the volume of passengers, we use simulation. We believe
simulation is the most appropriate way to express the dynamic interaction between train
traffic and passengers. Actirally, our simulator is a combination of the two simulators; one is a
train traffic simulator and'the other is a passengers flow simulator. They share a memory
where the train schedules are stored and these two simulators work rand in hand exchanging
messages and simulate the dynamic traffic environment formed by trains and passengers
(HIRAI-1998). The configuration of the simulator is depicted inFigure 3.

The train traffic simulator simulates movement of trains based on the train schedule. The
simulator is designed based on a Colored Petri-net model. It has several characteristics such
as it always produce physically feasible simulation results, automatic traffic rescheduling
algorithms can be installed and so on. For the details of the train traffic simulator, see Tomii et
al. (1997) and Sakaguchi et al. (1996).

The passengers flow simulator simulates the flow of passengers. First, it estimates the number
of passengers who appear at stations based on the appearance rate which is calculated from
the given OD (Origin-Destination) data. When a train arrives at a station, it bstimates how
many of the passengers at the station get on the train. Passengers decide whether they should
get on or not based on the passengers' behavior model presented in the previous chapter.
Moreover, please note the two points. If a passenger's destination station is passed by the train,
he / she does not get on the train. The capacity of trains is also taken into account, that is,
passengers which exceed the capacity of trains are not allowed to get on.

Data Base
ain Schedule)
Information)
Etc.

Fig. 3: A Configuration of the simulator

Manager of
Simulators

Shared

Passengers Flow

Simulator

Train Traffic Simulator

Simulation Clock
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The passengers flow simulator estimates the number of passengers who get on and get off and

calculate the necessary or,.ell times, which is transferred to the train traffic simulator, thus the

dynamic interaction between passengers and train traffic is simulated.

In order to represent the interaction between the number ofpassengers who get on and offand
the necessary dwell timc, we analyze experimental data performed in Railway Technical
Research Institute, Japan. Then, we have the following formula:

Necessary time for getting on and off

= c i p (the number of passengers getting on at a door)
+ q (the number of passengers getting off at a door)

+ r (the number of passengers on board)

where c , p , e and r ale parameters obtained from the experimental data. Comparing the

necessary time with a train's resultant dwell time, the longer time is adopted as the dwell time
of the train. Then, the simulator can represent dynamic delay caused by passengers' getting on

and off.

Fig. 4 shows an overvier'.' of our simulator. The background window shows diagram of the

original train traffic scheriulc together with the simulation results. The front windows show

the congestion rates, the volume ofpassengers on trains and stations.

!'ii]. 4: An Overview of the simulator
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, we conducted an experiment using real data.
we obtained the oD data and the actual congestion data from a railway company. we
estimated the congestion by applying our method to the given OD data, and compared the real
congestion data with the estimated value.

The target railway line is a cornmuter line near Osaka, the second largest city in Japan. There
are 26 stations along this line as depicted in Figure 5. During the moming rush hour, a lot of
passengers commute. to Station 26, which is located in the downtown of osaka. The
distance between Station 26 and Station I is about 35 km and it takes 35 minutes for the
fastest train to run between these two stations. Seven types of trains are operated in this line
and they differ in stopping patterns and running times. Local trains often let express trains
pass at Station 10 and Station 14, hence passengers transfer between local trains and express
trains there.

Fig. 5: Layout of the railway line

The target time is from 7:00 to 7:30, the moming rush hour. We estimated the congestion of
the trains when they arrive at Station 26. The actual congestion data were collected on a day
when the train traffic was normal (not disrupted).

We set the parameters a and b in Equation (l) as - 0.1 and - 0.2 respectively. These values
are introduced in Ono et al. (1988), based on a discussion about the utility function when the
Logit model is used. The parameters a and p in Equation (2) are set by the congestion
disutility as depicted in Figure 6. This is introduced by Ono et al. (1999).

100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

Congestion rate [f,]

Fig. 5: Congestion Disutility Function
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We set the parameter! concerning the time for getting on / off trains, namely, c, p, q alod r as -
0.35,0.65,0.37 and 0.16 respectively. These figures are obtained by applying regression

analysis to the data gathered by conducting experiments in RTRI.

The results of the c,ipeunlent arq shown in Figure 7. It seems that these two data look

similar. In order to r',,rfirn the similarity between them, we conducted a t-test, a commonly

used statistical test. Then we got a conclusion that the hypothesis that there is no difference

between these two dara cannot be rejected, which in other words, means that the two data can

be considered to be ciose enough.
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Fig. 7: Results of the ExPeriment

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a simulation method to estimate the volume of passengers on each train

for given traffic rescheduling plans. This method is a combination of train traffic simulator

and-passengers flou, simulaioi with a built-in passengers' behavior model based on l,ogit

moait. One of the characteristics of our method is that it is possible to express the dynamic

interaction between the train traffic and the passengers.flow. We can get various kinds of

indices useful for evaluatron of rescheduling plans from the results of the simulation. Also,

we have conducte6 n,, 3xperimental study using the actual data and confirmed that there is no

significant difference between the real congestion data and the value estimated by our

method.

There still remain a cr)rlple of future works. First, in order to pui our method into a practical

use, we have to inve-tl,-qate how to obtain the OD data, which form a part of the input data'

We believe that the advance of information technology, such as automatic ticket inspecting

and train operation control systems, will realize real time provision of OD data.

Second, we would like to enhance our method so that it can be applied not only for a single

railway line but a railway network.
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